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3. Fond IV/4 , 1979
Overall dimensions38 3/4 x 392 112x 19 inches
Fourteen stacks: 12 with 77 sheets of felt, one sheet
of iron;one with 76 sheets of felt, one sheet of iron;
one with 60 sheets of copper, 47 sheets of iron
(1,000 sheets of felt altogether)
Stacks of iron and felt 38 3/4 x 27 'la x 19 inches

of copper
Sheets of copper and felt 59 x 79 x 39 'h inches
Collection Dia Center for the Arts

2. Fond 111/3, 1979
Overalldimensionsvariable:in this installation,approximately 59 x 239 x 120 inches
Nine stacks: each with 111 sheets of felt, one sheet

Collection Dia Center for the Arts

1. Draw ings from Zeichnungen : Zu den beiden 1965
wiederentdeckten Skizzenbiicher "Codices Madrid"
von Leonardo dB Vinci (Drawings After the Two
"Codices Madrid" Sketchbooks by Leonardo de
Vinci That Were Rediscovered in 1965) , 1974
96 drawings,graphiteon paper,and/or, in a few
instances,purplepenciland purplecrayon
Variousdimensions:sheet sizes range between
8 112x 5 112inchesand 13 112x 10 5/a inches
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sheet-metal object
PrivateCollection

6. Mobiuswerfer, 1
Thirteenmobiusb
197 inches;drawi

Installation includin
animaland huma
walkingstick,flas
hay, bundles of the
and lathe, 10 acety
Dimensionsvaria
18 feet 6 inches x
Collection Dia Cen

5. Aus Berlin: Neue
from the Coyote)

Four U-shaped sta
sheets of felt and
Each unit 74 x 99
5/a inchesthick
Iron horse shoe
Collection Dia Cen

4. Brazilienfond (Br
Overalldimension
mately 74 x 230 x
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Conceived like a stage-set, its almost barren 'l
series of miner's lamps elevated on sticks. The

acknowledged his fascination with his precursor, for whom the desire to wed art and

A similarly theatrical tone to that which imbued

permeated and informed Beuys's art and thought from the fifties, when he first
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narrowly anthropomorphic .

newly recovered manuscripts or their maker, by 1972 Beuys had evolved a sustained
and enduring relationship to the Renaissance master and his work. Indeed, as Martin

European folklore, were key motifs in Beuys's
which to extend the range of the viewer's expe

ingly engaged in public pedagogy, language itself becoming for him an aesthetic medium.
Although such concerns seem to have prevailed over a more specific interest in the

ness and its ability to transform itself at will, thi
World counterpart to the hare and the stag, wh
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Aus Berlin: Noten Vom Kojoten (From Berlin:
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many sheets, these drawings offer a comprehensive recapitulation and re-examination
over the previous twenty-five years.
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replicating an American schoolbook. With the crop marks for publication readily visible on

other, more complex works might grow, and vital
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potentia, in that the accumulation of leaves in t
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publication .
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diate (as rapid sketches often prove), assured
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A suite by default not by design, in that a far
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Joseph Beuys Drawings After the Codices Madrid of Leonardo da Vinci, and Sculpture

